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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There are many cues in the environment that a person may attend to when
deciding what is important and worth additional processing. Cues are operationally
defined as signals that are perceived and used to identify experiences or organize
responses and can be integrated into a unified perception (Helbig & Ernst, 2008).
Advertising companies capitalize on the fact that cues such as larger fonts and colors tend
to capture buyers’ attention, and these are used to draw attention to their products
(Novemsky, Dhar, Schwarz, & Simonson, 2007). In academic domains, textbook authors
often use large fonts to highlight important concepts. Empirical research supports the
notion that viewers perceive certain cues as more important than others, such as large
font and large signs (Castel, McCabe, & Roediger, 2007; Rhodes & Castel, 2008;
Soderstrom & McCabe, 2011; Sungkhasettee, Friedman, & Castel, 2011).
A number of studies have begun examining the cues that students attend to when
deciding what material is most critical to study. For example, prior research has
examined how manipulations involving font size (e.g., McDonough & Gallo, 2012;
Mueller, Dunlosky, Tauber, & Rhodes, under revision; Rhodes & Castel, 2008), item
relatedness (e.g., Koriat & Bjork, 2006; Soderstrom & McCabe, 2011), and the physical
weight of items (e.g., Alban & Kelley, 2013; Chandler, Reinhard, & Schwarz, 2012;

Jostmann, Lakens, & Schubert, 2009) influence perceptions of importance and/or
metamemory judgments (i.e., judgments of learning; JOLs) regarding the likelihood of
being able to recall an item. Researchers often use metamemory judgments, such as
JOLs to determine which cues people are cognitively aware of influencing their
performance. Unfortunately, in some cases there is a disconnect between which cues are
believed to influence performance (as indicated by JOL ratings), and which cues actually
influence performance. Research has demonstrated that some cues are more likely than
others to affect performance, and that participants’ JOLs are not always sensitive to these
differences. The following sections detail previous research utilizing different cues and
how these cues impact participants’ perceived and actual performance before turning to
how participants combine or weight these cues when providing metamemory judgments.

Types of Cues
Font size. Rhodes and Castel (2008) empirically evaluated the impact of font size
on participants’ JOLs and actual recall. Across several experiments, they manipulated
whether words were presented in small (18 point) or large (48 point) font. They found
that items presented in larger fonts garnered higher JOLs than items presented in smaller
fonts, despite there being no difference in actual recall performance for words presented
in the two font sizes. This held true even when participants in a later experiment were
explicitly warned to ignore font size and told that it was unrelated to future memory
performance. Participants still gave higher JOLs for large font items than small despite
recall being equal for both item types. Rhodes and Castel coined this dissociation
between judgments and recall the font-size effect.
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In order to determine whether the font-size effect could be eradicated with another
cue, Rhodes and Castel (2008) added a manipulation of relatedness, where half of the
word pairs were semantically related and half were not. They presented half the related
and unrelated items in 18 and 48 pt. font to assess whether participants’ JOLs would be
influenced by item relatedness, font size, or both. They found that JOLs were higher for
related pairs than unrelated; however, even though JOLs were largely driven by
relatedness, font size continued to have an impact on JOLs, as JOLs were higher for
items in large font than for items in small font. Performance was not affected by font
size, although more related than unrelated word pairs were recalled. Their results
demonstrate that participants made predictions of future memory performance based on
salient characteristics (relatedness and font size) available during the encoding phase, and
this led to metacognitive illusions (i.e., the belief that font size would impact
performance). These results were replicated by McDonough and Gallo (2012) who found
that participants believed words presented in large font compared to small font were more
memorable, but again this cue was not helpful in aiding actual memory performance. A
consequence of participants having these memorial expectations was that it caused them
to falsely recognize word pairs as having been presented in large font when they had
actually been presented in small font.
The number of times a person has to study something can also influence their
recall, though as previous research has demonstrated, people are not always accurate in
recognizing what will aid in recall. Kornell, Rhodes, Castel and Tauber (2011) examined
when and to what degree metacognitive judgments are influenced by the font size effect.
They examined whether exposing participants to multiple trials would allow them to gain
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awareness of which factors impact test performance (additional study opportunities), and
which factors do not (font size). They collected JOLs to assess whether participants
learned that font size does not affect performance. Results illustrated that JOLs were
higher for words presented in large font and when participants were told they would have
more than one study trial. Performance was higher following two study trials, but was
unaffected by font size. Research such as this demonstrates that people have trouble
attending to the correct cues, such as increased study opportunities and semantic
relatedness, in order to make accurate predictions.

Semantic relatedness. Semantic relatedness is one of the few cues that increases
not only JOLs, but also recall. Soderstrom and McCabe (2011) examined the effects of
relatedness and value and how they interact to influence JOLs and study time allocation.
By pairing numbers with studied items, with higher numbers indicating greater value,
they manipulated the value associated with learning different items. They predicted that
by manipulating value, this would override some of the influence of relatedness, and that
participants would wrongly predict that higher valued items would be better remembered
than lower valued items. Participants studied related and unrelated word pairs, each
paired with a value ranging from 1-6. Depending on condition, participants were told
that the value of the word would be presented either before or after the pair. Results
indicated that JOLs increased with both value and relatedness. JOLs were higher for
higher valued and related pairs than for lower valued and unrelated pairs. Recall
performance was greater for related pairs, but value did not influence recall. Even in an
additional manipulation where study duration was self-paced rather than experimenter-
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paced, unrelated and higher valued items received more study time in the before
condition, in which the value was presented first. In the after condition where the word
pair was presented first, then the value, only relatedness positively affected study time.
As in their first experiment, results illustrated that JOLs and recall performance were both
higher for related than unrelated pairs, but recall remained unaffected by item value. This
demonstrates that relatedness and value can both influence JOLs and study time
allocation, but only relatedness is likely to impact actual recall performance.
Nonetheless, how semantic relatedness is manipulated can influence whether
relatedness is a valid cue for participants to attend to when making a JOL. One of the
main difficulties that participants have in making accurate JOLs is that they cannot
disengage themselves from the information they are currently being provided. JOLs are
often inflated because at the time of making the judgment, the simultaneous presentation
of both words in the pair evokes a “knew it all along” feeling (Koriat & Bjork, 2005).
Koriat and Bjork manipulated a priori and a posteriori relatedness to determine when
people experience illusions of competence during study. A priori relatedness involves
forward relatedness and refers to the likelihood that the cue word in a paired associate
will bring to mind the target word (e.g., cheddar – cheese). A posteriori relatedness
involves backward relatedness and is the perceived relationship between the cue and
target when both are present (e.g., nurse – wife). JOLs are often overestimated for a
posteriori pairs because people fail to take into account that during recall the cue word
may also elicit other related words (doctor) more easily than the actual target word
(wife).
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Over the course of several experiments, Koriat and Bjork (2005) discovered that
the direction of association had a small effect on JOLs, but a large effect on recall, with
backward pairs producing high JOLs and low recall. Thus people tend to expect both a
priori and a posteriori associations to be easy to recall, but fail to take into account the
many other targets that might come to mind during a recall test for a posteriori
associations. This reduces the likelihood of retrieving the correct target and yields lower
recall for a posteriori than a priori associations. Koriat and Bjork account for this by
suggesting studied information triggers associations during study, and people are more
likely to suffer illusions of competence when predicting their own future recall.
Overconfidence occurs from the tendency to depend on current processing that relies on
associations made when both the cue and target words are available during study. Koriat
and Bjork (2006) found that it is possible to mend these illusions of competence if
participants experience the difficulties of recalling the backward pairs or are given
opportunities to study the same word pairs multiple times. Based on these findings,
Koriat and Bjork concluded that JOLs are not consistently inflated by the presence of an
answer, but are inflated only when the presence of an answer brings forward aspects of
the cue that are less likely to come forward when the cue appears alone.

Perceived weight. Another cue that research indicates people attend to when
providing judgments of importance or learning is the weight of an item (Chandler et al.,
2012). The experience of weight is typically positively correlated with perceptions of
importance. Chandler and colleagues demonstrated that how much people attend to the
weight of an object may vary as a function of their knowledge of the object. Chandler and
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colleagues examined the influence of weight on the evaluation of an unfamiliar book by
manipulating how heavy the book was and whether participants were allowed to only see
the front of the book (the low knowledge group) or were allowed to read the back cover
with a synopsis (the high knowledge group). They hypothesized that those in the low
knowledge group would be more likely to utilize cues such as weight when judging the
importance of the book than the high knowledge group because they had less background
information to rely on, and would instead utilize embodied information (i.e., weight).
Contrary to their assumptions, results demonstrated that willingness to pay for the book
and interest in reading it were higher for those who read the back cover. Those who read
the back cover considered it more influential when holding the heavy rather than light
copy. Results indicated that book weight only influenced judgments of importance when
participants were provided with the back cover information.
Not only can book weight influence judgments of importance, but so does
knowledge of the book. In another manipulation, Chandler and colleagues (2012) used a
book that some participants had read and others had not. Results were indicative of a
weight and knowledge interaction, where people who had never read the book before
were unaffected by its weight, and the weight of the book only influenced those who had
read it, with higher judgments in the heavy condition. Results such as these demonstrate
that having some knowledge about a target does not always protect against the influence
of sensory information.
As discussed previously, weight increases judgments of importance. Jostmann
and colleagues (2009) suggest that people may associate the experience of weight with
the increased usage of mental effort, and/or importance. They predicted that participants
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who held a heavy rather than a light clipboard would judge the value of foreign
currencies to be higher. Participants were instructed to stand while answering a
questionnaire on a clipboard, on which they estimated the value of six foreign currencies.
Results indicated that participants in the heavy clipboard condition considered the
currencies more valuable than participants in the light clipboard condition. They
concluded that weight led to greater elaboration of thought and greater confidence in
one’s opinion, thus higher estimations of the currencies’ values.
The previous articles support the notion that perceptions of weight can influence
how individuals perceive objects. Alban and Kelley (2013) tested whether metamemory
judgments are affected by the sensorimotor experiences of weight during study of items.
They predicted that the perceptual experience of weight would increase JOLs, but not
influence memory performance. Words were studied while holding either a heavy
clipboard (1.24 lbs.) or light clipboard (0.5 lbs.). No participants expressed awareness of
the weight manipulations. Results verified that JOLs were higher for words studied while
holding the heavy clipboard, although recall did not vary. In another manipulation,
weight was varied on a trial-by-trial basis by affixing typed words to pillow boxes that
participants had to pick up and read. This actually allowed participants to interact with
materials, and it was predicted that these trial variations in weight would influence
metacognitive judgments. Results illustrated that JOLs were higher for words affixed to
the heavy pillow boxes. In order to see if they could eliminate the importance of weight
effect, Alban and Kelley added a priming manipulation where participants were told that
the lighter items were new and improved and the heavy ones were old and outdated.
Results showed that JOLs did not vary as a function of weight, and neither did
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performance in this condition. Although the priming instructions negated any impact of
weight on JOLs in this experiment, overall research suggests that greater weight tends to
yield higher JOLs. This could occur because people view important things as more
memorable, and weight is interpreted as an embodiment of importance. Attending to
weight is not something the participants are aware of doing, but regardless it can
influence their outlook on different ideas or objects.

Bases for Judgments of Learning
Cue weighting. Given that there are often a variety of cues that people can attend
to when judging importance or likelihood of recall, it remains an open question which
cues will be most salient or have the greatest impact on participants’ metamemory
judgments. For example, in the previously mentioned study, Rhodes and Castel (2008)
found that participants attended to relatedness more than font size when providing JOLs,
but that both cues affected participants’ judgments. This suggests that participants
considered both cues when giving their JOLs, but weighted one more heavily than the
other.
Cue weighting, or the possibly unconscious decision to rate one cue as more
salient than another, is difficult to assess. Koriat’s (1997) cue utilization hypothesis
provides one account for how cue weighting might occur. The cue utilization hypothesis
suggests that JOLs are inferential in nature. Thus, the hypothesis argues that participants
do not directly monitor the strength of the memory trace of the item in question, but
instead use a variety of cues that are predictive of memory performance. JOLs are
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accurate as long as the cues used at the time of making the judgment are consistent with
the factors that affect subsequent performance.
The type of cue utilized is very important to how well it will aid in recall.
Koriat’s (1997) hypothesis proposes three general classes of cues for JOLs: intrinsic,
extrinsic, and mnemonic. Intrinsic cues involve characteristics of the studied items and
can serve as effective predictors of recall ability. The difficulty of the word or other
internal characteristics, such as whether words are related or unrelated, are all intrinsic
cues. Extrinsic cues are conditions of learning applied by the experimenter. These would
include additional independent variables that are not specific to the words, but rather to
the experiment, such as the number of times an item has been studied and presentation
time. Mnemonic cues signal to the participant the extent to which an item has been
learned and can be recalled in the future. An example of this is the ease with which the
information comes to mind, or the ease of processing (i.e., fluency) of the presented item.
Thus, mnemonic cues tend to be more subjective and participant-specific than intrinsic or
extrinsic cues. Nonetheless, mnemonic cues can have an advantage because they are
sensitive to both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. During initial study, JOLs reflect
differences in intrinsic characteristics of the items, whereas the more times they are
presented, JOLs begin to reflect the ease with which items will be likely to be recalled
(i.e., mnemonic cues). Koriat suggests that people are more likely to initially attend to
intrinsic cues than extrinsic cues when making their JOLs, but that increasing the reliance
on mnemonic cues may improve their JOL accuracy.
Over the course of several experiments, Koriat (1997) tested this hypothesis.
Participants studied different word pairs for a predetermined amount of time and the
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degree of learning was manipulated by having participants study either the same word
pairs (multiple exposure group) or different word pairs (single exposure group). Of
interest was which cues participants would attend to when providing their JOLs in initial
as well as subsequent study trials given the prediction that initially participants should
weight intrinsic cues heavily, but over time mnemonic cues should be most heavily
weighted. Results demonstrated that initially participants in both groups attended to item
difficulty (an intrinsic cue) when making their JOLs, but their JOLs underestimated their
recall performance. Yet when participants saw the same list twice, their JOLs and recall
increased relative to those who saw the list once, although the increase was larger for
recall. There was also a significant improvement in JOL accuracy from Trial 1 to Trial 2.
These results demonstrate the differences in performance based on cues. In
another experiment, the same list was repeated for four study-test presentations and a
between person manipulation of feedback was included (Koriat, 1997). Half of the
participants received feedback. In addition, items were defined as difficult or easy
depending on whether the stimulus elicited the response word. Results illustrated that
feedback affected JOLs without affecting actual recall performance. Participants initially
based their JOLs on the intrinsic cue of associative relatedness. Koriat found that the best
predictor of JOLs in the later part of the experiment was participants’ recall performance
on the preceding test, indicating that participants switched to mnemonic cues by the end.
The increased reliance on mnemonic cues allowed participants’ JOLs to become better
calibrated with recall performance across trials. Calibration, or absolute accuracy, is
defined as the extent to which participants’ JOLs are equal to their performance (Koriat,
1997).
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Another indicator of how well participants’ JOLs align with performance is
relative accuracy, which is typically measured by Goodman Kruskal gamma correlation
coefficients. Gamma is a measure of the degree of association of ranked data. Values
range from -1.00 (negative association) to +1.00 (positive association), and a value of
zero indicates no association (Nelson, 1984). Absolute accuracy is the mean difference
overall between recall and JOLs and is a more global indicator of how well a participant
is estimating their performance, compared to relative accuracy, which is better at
identifying items they will or will not recall and is measured on an item level. In both
measures, if participants attend to the cues most predictive of recall, then absolute and
relative accuracy should improve. Research suggests that participants’ memory beliefs
may combine with fluency to influence participants’ judgments, which may in turn
influence the accuracy of their JOLs.

Fluency. Fluency is defined as the subjective experience of the ease with which
information is processed (Oppenheimer, 2008; Reggev, Hassin, & Maril, 2012). There
are many different types of fluency (e.g., conceptual fluency, perceptual fluency,
encoding fluency, etc.) that have been shown to influence JOLs and performance;
however, there are conflicting ideas on which types are the most important. For example,
fluency can account for why related words are given higher JOLs and recalled at a higher
rate than unrelated words. That is, one of the reasons for related word pairs creating
higher JOLs and recall, as seen in Rhodes and Castel (2008), is because the more highly
related word pairs are, the stronger the link between them and the more the activation of
one will prime the other (Oppenheimer & Frank, 2008). In other cases, a cue (e.g., font
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size) may cause learners to perceive greater fluency than actually exists. This can create
biases in judgment and inaccurate JOLs if participants attribute the fluency to the wrong
source (Oppenheimer, 2008).
Rhodes and Castel (2008) hypothesized that the more fluent a word pair is, the
more likely it will be recalled. Alter, Oppenheimer, and Epley (2013) have completed
extensive research in fluency, and their research suggests that it is often what is disfluent
that is more likely to be recalled because it results in greater processing because it is
different. Disfluency is defined as the sense of subjective difficulty experienced by
participants during cognitive tasks (Diemand-Yauman, Oppenheimer, & Vaughan, 2011).
Experienced disfluency functions as a signal that intuitive judgment is insufficient and
that more elaborate cognitive processing is necessary (Alter, Oppenheimer, Epley, &
Eyre, 2007). Sungkhasette and colleagues (2011) discovered that when participants
studied a mixed list of words in which half were upright and half were inverted that JOLs
were not influenced by word orientation, but that recall was greater for the inverted
words. Even across several study-test cycles, participants remained unaware that their
recall was greater for the inverted pairs. This research suggests that effortful processing
that increases recall does not have to be perceived as difficult by the learner and can
occur without them even being aware of it.
These previous studies demonstrate that in an experimental setting what is
different can aid in recall; however, no studies had examined this in an actual school
setting. To address this gap in the literature, Diemand-Yauman and colleagues (2011)
examined whether increasing disfluency might positively affect students’ learning in a
genuine high school setting. In keeping with Sungkhasette and colleagues (2011),
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Diemand-Yauman and colleagues hypothesized that if odd fonts increase disfluency,
thereby increasing students’ tendency to engage in effortful processing, that students
provided with classroom materials in odd fonts should learn more and score higher than
those given materials in familiar, easy to read fonts. Results indicated that students in the
disfluent condition scored higher on classroom assessments than those in a control
condition who received material in regular fonts. This is another indication that what is
normal, like regular fonts, does not always lead to better recall.
People naturally believe that what is fluent or easily processed should also be
easily remembered. Hernandez and Preston (2013) examined whether fluency might
impact participants’ susceptibility to the confirmation bias. The confirmation bias states
that people prefer agreeing with information that coincides with their preexisting beliefs
and will seek out and interpret information that is consistent with their expectations
(Hernandez & Preston, 2013). In an effort to disrupt this confirmation bias, they
presented different arguments in either disfluent or fluent text. Results indicated that
people make judgments consistent with their preexisting beliefs when they are in the
fluent condition, but disfluency causes individuals to more critically analyze the
argument and to be more willing to deviate from their prior beliefs.
Together these studies suggest that disfluency yields deeper encoding and better
learning than fluency. Alter and colleagues (2013) identified a boundary condition for the
benefits of disfluency. Namely, they found that if material is incredibly difficult, then
disfluency could encourage deeper processing without improving accuracy. For example,
if nothing is known about a certain topic, one would never be able to answer a question
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about it, regardless of how well they processed the question. This suggests that factors
other than fluency may also influence participants’ metamemory judgments.

Hypotheses. There are many cues that can influence JOLs, but beliefs may be an
underlying factor. As noted, physically heavier items are often perceived differently and
given higher JOLs than lighter items (Chandler et al., 2012). Conversely, little research
has examined how the physical size (rather than weight) of objects influences JOLs.
Given that size has not been examined, it remains unknown how participants might
weight the cue of physical size relative to the cue of font size. In our study, we
manipulated font size and stimuli size (physical size) of the word pairs to assess how
these cues influenced participants’ JOLs and recall performance across two study-test
trials.
Prior research illustrates that people often misinterpret information available at
encoding (e.g., in identical pairs or pairs with backward associative strength) as being
predictive of recall, without taking into account how difficult these items will be to later
recall (Castel et al., 2007; Koriat & Bjork, 2005, 2006). Based on this, we expected that
participants’ JOLs would be influenced by the relationship between font size and stimuli
size, when in reality this relationship should have no bearing on recall ability. We
predicted that large stimuli size pairs as well as pairs presented in 48 pt. font would have
higher JOLs than small stimuli size pairs or those presented in 18 pt. font. This was
predicted because research has demonstrated that JOLs are higher for fluent data and
largeness was expected to be perceived as more fluent (Castel et al., 2007). We also
predicted that JOLs would not be aligned with performance, and based on previous
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research, that neither font size nor stimuli size would influence actual recall performance.
It was also hypothesized that performance and JOLs would become more calibrated from
Trial 1 to Trial 2 if participants attended to performance and realized after Trial 1 that
neither font size nor stimuli size influenced recall. There is no known research
examining how the physical size of objects might influence JOLs, but previous research
demonstrating the large effect that actual weight of objects has on JOLs suggests that size
may also play an important role in participants’ JOLs (Alban & Kelley, 2013; Chandler et
al., 2012; Jostmann et al., 2009). These hypotheses were examined using the following
method.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD

Participants
College students (N = 58, Mean Age = 19.6, SD = 2.9) at The University of
Alabama in Huntsville were recruited to participate in this study in exchange for partial
course credit in their introductory psychology classes. The number of participants
needed was calculated using G power 3 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), which
indicated that a sample size of 39 to 54 participants would provide power of .95 for an
expected effect size of .25 to .30. All participants were prescreened to confirm they were
native English speakers to insure familiarity with the stimuli. All APA ethical guidelines
were followed. See Appendix A for IRB approval.

Design
The design was a 2 (Trial: 1 and 2) x 2 (Font Size: Small or Large) x 2 (Stimuli
Size: Small or Large) within subjects design. Small font size was operationally defined
as 18 point Arial font, and large as 48 point font. The terms 18 pt. and 48 pt. are used to
describe the font sizes for the rest of this paper to reduce confusion with stimuli size.
These operational definitions of 18 pt. and 48 pt. were replicated from Rhodes and Castel
(2008) and Mueller et al. (2014). The sizes of the items within the word pairs were small
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or large as well, with small stimuli being operationally defined as being able to fit inside
an average shoebox and large stimuli being too large to fit in a shoebox. Trial 1 and 2
each contained 60 word pairs that were randomized so the participant never knew
whether the pair was going to be 18 or 48 pt. font or large or small stimuli size, but with
an even amount of each.

Materials
Stimuli. The word pairs were all unrelated to each other in an effort to reduce the
effects that relatedness would have on JOLs and performance. Relatedness or lack
thereof was validated by comparing the word pairs against the free association word
norms created by Nelson, McEvoy, and Schreiber (1998). All words had zero associative
strength. Using only unrelated word pairs allowed us to better examine how font size and
stimuli size interacted to influence participants’ JOLs and recall performance. We also
gathered information on the concreteness, frequency, and the number of syllables for
each word pair, which were distributed equally across trials. The average concreteness
(M = 6, SD = .58) of the word pairs across trials was out of a scale from 1 to 7, with 7
being the most concrete. The frequency (M = 21, SD = 43) was taken from Nelson and
colleagues’ word lists and is how often the word is used. The large standard deviation
seen for frequency was due to some words appearing less frequently than others, as the
word pairs had to have no relation not only amongst each pair but compared to all other
pairs as well. The average number of syllables for each word was 1.8 (SD = .74).
The perceived size of the stimuli was evaluated during a norming phase to insure
that the pairings of stimuli size with font sizes would be accurate. During the norming
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phase, participants were shown each word by itself and were asked to rate the size of the
object, either small or large. Participants in the norming phase were shown a shoebox
that served as a visual reminder of what was meant by small or large. The experimenter
then determined whether each word pair was matched in terms of perceived size (i.e.,
whether both items within a pair were perceived as small/large). Size of the objects was
normed by over 20 people and only the objects that had disagreement of four people or
less were used in this study. The word pairs were then randomly placed in groups used
within each trial, with the same stimuli size and font size within each word pair (see
Appendix B for a list of the stimuli).

Computer Task. A computer program was created in house, using Java
software, to present each of the 120 word pairs in 5 s intervals, collect participants’
immediate JOLs and recall responses as well as record whether the pairs were small or
large stimuli size and in 18 or 48 pt. font. Participants were also prompted to provide
global judgments (i.e., overall predictions regarding how many word pairs would be
learned and correctly recalled), and these were taken before study, after study but before
the recall test, and after the recall test for each trial.
Each participant was provided a data packet that included a consent form,
demographics questionnaire, the Memory Controllability Inventory (MCI; Lachman,
Bandura, Weaver, & Elliott, 1995), the Advanced Vocabulary Test (AVT; Ekstrom,
French, & Harman, 1976), the Pattern Comparison Task (PCT; Salthouse, 1996), and a
Post Task Questionnaire (PTQ). The demographics questionnaire (PDS, See Appendix C)
collected basic demographic data.
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Memory Controllability Inventory. The MCI was used to assess basic beliefs
that participants have regarding their own memory (Lachman et al., 1995). It provides
six subscales. Present ability measures participants’ current beliefs about their own
memory, potential improvement measures whether they believe it is likely their memory
will improve, effort utility is the belief that memory can increase with use, inevitable
decrement assesses the degree to which people believe memory decline is inevitable,
independence examines whether people believe they can rely on their own memory
without the help of others, and Alzheimer’s likelihood refers to how probable they believe
their chance of developing Alzheimer’s is. Participants answer questions on a scale from
1 to 7, with 7 implying higher confidence in in the belief questioned.

Advanced Vocabulary Task. The AVT and PCT are short, timed paper-based
tests, which were utilized before the computer portion. The AVT is a test of the
participant’s knowledge of word meanings, and is a good indicator of prior vocabulary
knowledge (Ekstrom et al., 1976). The AVT contains 36 items in which participants
were asked to choose the word that means the same or nearly the same thing as the
underlined word. Participants were allotted 4 min to complete as many problems as
possible.

Pattern Comparison Task. The PCT was used to determine how quickly the
participant could process visual stimuli and differentiate between different patterns, thus
serving as a measure of processing speed (Salthouse, 1996). The PCT involves quickly
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distinguishing between groups of two patterns, and determining whether the patterns are
the same or different. If the two patterns are the same, they wrote an “S” and if they were
different, they wrote a “D.” Participants were asked to complete two pages of 30
patterns, with 30 s given for each page. See Table 2.1 for basic demographic data and
scores from the MCI, AVT, and PCT.
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Table 2.1
Demographic information and paper based task scores.
Means & Percentages
Female
83%

SD

Race
African American

12%

Caucasian

79%

Asian

5%

Other

4%

Present Ability

5.80

1.04

Potential Improvement

4.43

.78

Effort Utility

5.39

1.02

Inevitable Decrement

3.04

1.01

Independence

3.39

.73

Alzheimer’s Likelihood

2.58

.79

AVT

13.59

3.35

PCT

41.28

8.03

MCI

Manipulation Check Questions
88%
______________________________________________________________________
Note: Table contains percentages and means with standard deviations presented, AVT =
Advanced Vocabulary Task, max score = 36, PCT = Pattern Comparison Task, max score
= 60, Manipulation Check Question = % of participants who correctly answered on first
try.
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Post Task Questionnaire. The PTQ was created in house for distribution to the
participants after they had finished the computer program portion. The PTQ contained
questions regarding participants’ strategies and was utilized to determine whether the
participants were cognitively aware of attending to certain cues, what they were, and how
helpful they were (See Appendix D for a copy of the PTQ).

Procedure
When participants arrived, they were asked to provide identification, per
university guidelines. Participants were tested in groups of no more than eight people. If
any participants were under the age of 19, they had to provide parental consent before
participating. Once all participants provided consent, they were asked to complete the
demographics questionnaire and MCI at their own pace. Once the self-paced measures
were completed, they were given instructions for the AVT. After the 4 min allotted for
the AVT elapsed, participants were provided brief instructions for the PCT before
completing it. Participants then began the computer-based portion of the experiment.
Participants were given simple instructions before beginning the criterion task.
They were told that in each of two trials, they would be asked to study 60 unrelated word
pairs and that each word pair would appear for 5 s. Immediately after studying the word,
they were asked to provide a JOL for how likely they believed they would be able to
recall that word pair on a recall test directly after study, using a scale of 0 to 100, where 0
represented no confidence in the ability to recall the target when presented with the cue
and 100 represented complete confidence. The instructions explicitly mentioned that
word pairs would contain small items (e.g., ant) or large items (e.g., elephant) in order to
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ensure that participants were aware of the differences in stimuli size and attended to these
differences. Both of the items within a word pair were the same size (i.e., small items
were paired with other small items and large items were always paired with other large
items). Participants were also told that word pairs would be presented in different font
sizes (with font being defined as different letter styles), either large (48 pt.) or small (18
pt.).
Afterwards, in order to confirm that they were attending to instructions,
participants were asked to answer three manipulation check questions on a sheet of paper.
These questions were “Are you going to see word pairs in different font sizes?”, “Will the
font size and object size always match?”, and “Are you going to see different sized
items?” The experimenter circled the room to check participants’ responses, and as long
as everyone marked the correct answers, they were free to continue. This was to ensure
that they were aware of the manipulations. If a participant missed a question, the
instructions were read again. We recorded how many times each participant was exposed
to the instructions so that we could later assess whether this impacted our results. After
participants’ questions were answered, they began the experiment. Participants worked
at their own pace through both trials, and provided their global metamemory predictions
when prompted. After they finished the computer portion, they were given the PTQ to
complete. Participants were then debriefed and dismissed. The entire session took
approximately 60 to 90 min to administer.
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Statistics
SAS was used to convert each participant’s item level data into means for the
dependent variables (i.e., JOLs, recall, and absolute and relative accuracy). The accuracy
of participants’ JOLs was examined by calculating both absolute accuracy and relative
accuracy. Absolute accuracy was calculated by subtracting each participant’s mean recall
performance from their mean JOL. Relative accuracy was calculated using Gammas to
compare JOL scores to recall scores. These values were then imported into SPSS for
analysis. Within SPSS, a series of repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
were performed to examine whether participants’ global metamemory predictions, JOLs,
and recall scores or the relationship between JOLs and recall performance changed across
trials or differed as a function of font size or stimuli size. Correlation analyses were also
conducted between JOLs and recall as well as the external measures (i.e., MCI scales,
AVT, and the PCT) to assess whether there were any underlying relationships that might
have impacted performance in the criterion task. The significance level was set at p < .05
for all analyses.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

JOLs
For JOLs, results from the repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated a main
effect for Trial, F(1, 57) = 49.88, p < .001, ηp2 = .47, where JOLs were significantly
higher in Trial 1 (M =42.12, SE = 2.20) than Trial 2 (M =32.16, SE = 2.43), illustrating
that participants became underconfident with practice. There was also a main effect for
Font Size, F(1,57) = 42.11, p < .001, ηp2 = .43, with word pairs presented in 48 pt. font
(M =39.30, SE = 2.35) given higher JOLs than those presented in 18 pt. font (M = 34.98,
SE = 2.14). There was a main effect for Stimuli Size, F (1,57) = 12.82, p < .001, ηp2 =
.18, in that participants gave higher JOLs to physically large items (M = 38.09, SE =
2.21) than to small items (M =36.19, SE =2.26). There was also a Trial by Font Size
interaction, F(1,57) = 8.38, p <.01, ηp2 = .13. This interaction reflected the fact that JOLs
were higher for 48 pt than for 18 pt fonts in both trials, but participants’ JOLs
differentiated between the two font sizes more in Trial 1 than in Trial 2. As can be seen
in Figure 3.1, there was also a Trial by Font Size by Stimuli Size interaction, F(1,57) =
12.15, p < .001, ηp2 = .18. Post hoc analyses demonstrate that this effect was largely
driven by the differences between large stimuli size (M = 47.02, SE = 2.49) and small
stimuli words (M = 42.84, SE = 2.31) for items presented in 18 pt. font in Trial 1, t(57) =
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-3.99, p < .001, d = .42. Post hoc analyses also revealed significant differences between
JOLs for large and small stimuli presented in 18 pt. font in Trial 2, with higher JOLs for
large (M = .31.98, SE = .2.41) than small stimuli (M = 29.33, SE = .2.33), t(57) = -4.07, p
< .001, d = .43.

100"

Stimuli Size
Small

90"

Mean JOLs

80"

Stimuli Size
Large

70"
60"
50"
40"
30"
20"
10"
0"
18

48

18

Trial 1

48
Trial 2

Figure 3.1. Mean JOLs as a function of stimuli size and font size manipulations.
Recall
In regards to recall, there was a main effect for Trial, F(1,57) = 57.47, p < .001,
ηp2 =.50, with more words recalled in Trial 2 (M = 46%, SE = .03) than in Trial 1 (M =
36%, SE = .03). There was also a main effect for Font Size, F(1,57) = 5.14, p < .05, ηp2 =
.08, with more words being recalled that were presented in 48 pt. font (M = 42%, SE =
.03) than those presented in 18 pt. font (M = 40%, SE = .03). These results are contrary
to the font size effect. Contrary to what was predicted, there was a main effect for
Stimuli Size, F(1,57) = 19.99, p < .001, ηp2 = . 26, with significantly more words recalled
that were physically large (M = 44%, SE = .03) than physically small (M = 39%, SE =
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.03). There was also a Trial by Stimuli Size interaction, F(1,57) = 5.31, p < .05, ηp2 =.09,
reflecting the tendency for recall to differ more for physically small and large items in
Trial 1 than in Trial 2, despite overall recall being higher in Trial 2 than in Trial 1. Post
hoc analyses reveal that the interaction is driven by the effect in Trial 1, with significantly
more words recalled in large stimuli size (M 39%, SE = .03) than in small stimuli sizes
(M = 33%, SE = .03), t(57) = -4.76, p < .001, d = .63. A significant Font Size by Stimuli
Size interaction, F(1,57) = 10.84, p < .05, ηp2 = .16, also illustrated that for 18 pt. font,
large stimuli size increased recall, and for 48 font, the large stimuli size did not have as
strong of an effect. Post hoc analyses reveal the significant effect resulted from the
interaction of 18 font and stimuli size, with more large stimuli size words being recalled
(M = 44%, SE = .03) than small stimuli size words (M =36%, SE = .03), t(57) = -5.85, p <
.001, d = .80.
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Figure 3.2. Mean recall as a function of stimuli size and font size manipulations.
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Relationship between JOLs and Recall
Absolute Accuracy. Absolute accuracy was used to determine how well
calibrated participants’ JOLs were to their actual recall and was calculated by subtracting
mean recall from predicted recall (i.e., mean JOLs) for each person. A score of 0 would
indicate perfect accuracy because participants recalled the exact amount of word pairs
they predicted they would. A score above zero indicates that participants overestimated
their recall and a score under zero indicates underestimation. A repeated measures
ANOVA was calculated comparing absolute accuracy across trials and the other
manipulations. Results indicated a main effect for Trial, F(1, 57) = 130.12, p < .001, ηp2
= .70, with participants overestimating their performance in Trial 1 (M = 5.92, SE = .3.6),
and underestimating their performance in Trial 2 (M = -14.02, SE = 3.11). There was
also a main effect for Stimuli Size, F(1,57) = 7.12, p < .01 , ηp2 =.11, with participants
underestimating performance for both large and small stimuli sizes, but the
underestimation was greater for large stimuli size (M = -5.38, SE = 3.15) than for small
stimuli size (M = -2.72, SE = 3.42). As can be seen in Figure 3.3, there was also a
Stimuli Size by Font Size Interaction, F(1, 57) = 12.54, p < 001, ηp2 = .18, with
participants significantly underestimating large stimuli size words in 18 font compared to
48 font.
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Figure 3.3. Mean absolute accuracy as a function of stimuli size and font size.

Relative Accuracy. Gammas were used to determine the relationship between
JOLs and recall to determine how accurate participants were in monitoring their
performance at the item level. A repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated that there was
a main effect for Trial, F(1,52) = 5.62, p < .05, ηp2 =.10, with participants demonstrating
greater accuracy in predicting which word pairs they would recall in Trial 2 (M = .45, SE
= .04) than in Trial 1 (M = .34, SE = .04). It should be noted though that in both trials
participants had a positive correlation, indicating that they gave high JOLs to word pairs
they did remember and low JOLs to word pairs they did not remember.

Global Metamemory Predictions
For the metamemory predictions participants made for each trial pre and post
study and after recall, there was a main effect for Trial, F(1,57) = 29.97, p < .05, ηp2 =
.15, in that participants were significantly more confident in their performance in Trial 1
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(M = 23.70, SE = 1.14) than in Trial 2 (M = 20.62, SE = 1.5). There was also a main
effect for Metamemory Predictions F(1,56) = 24.56, p < .001, ηp2 =.47, in that
participants started off the most confident in their prestudy predictions (M = 25.52, SE =
1.14) then became less confident after study (M = 19.97, SE = 1.29), but after the recall
phase they felt more confident about their performance again (M = 21.00, SE = 1.83).
There was also a significant Trial by Metamemory Predictions Interaction, F(1,56) =
25.40, p < .001, ηp2 = .48, (See Figure 3.4). This interaction reflected the tendency for
participants’ global predictions to decrease across trials as participants gained more
experience with the task, but to increase for their Trial 2 postdiction. Overall, judgments
were lower in Trial 2 than in Trial 1, with the exception of participants’ Trial 2
postdiction, which was higher than their Trial 1 postdiction.
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Predicted number of word pairs
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Trial 2

40
30
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Poststudy
Metamemory Predictions

Figure 3.4. Metamemory predictions as a function of trial.
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Postdiction

Correlations Amongst External Measures and JOLs and Recall
The correlations amongst JOLs and recall for the external measures revealed a
significant relationship between recall and AVT scores, but no other significant
relationships (See Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1
Pearson Correlation Coefficients between Trial 1 and Trial 2 Mean JOLs and Recall and MCI, AVT, and PCT.
Variable
1. Trial 1 MN JOL

1
1

2

-.82**

1

3. Trial 1 MN Recall

.12

.45**

4. Trial 2 MN Recall

.13

.47** .92**

5. MCI- Present Ability

.03

.04

.01

.01

1

6. MCI- Potential Improvement

-.05

-.15

.06

-.05

.22

1

7. MCI-Effort Utility

.06

.01

.06

-.03

.39**

-.52**

1

8. MCI- Inevitable Decrement

.05

.06

.04

.07

-.40**

-.20

-.43**

1

9. MCI- Independence

-.07

.17

.15

.22

-.35** -.40**

-.31*

.43**

10. MCI- Alzheimer’s Likelihood

-.03

-.08

-.05

-.05

-.54**

-.11

-.55** .39** .25

11. PCT Correct

-.05

-.04

-.00

.03

.00

.00

-.00

-.01

.09 .14

12. AVT Correct

.03

.16

-.02

-.07

.06

.08

.07 .18 .34**

2. Trial 2 MN JOL

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1
1

.37** .38**

1
1
1
1

Note: ** = p <.001, * = p < .05. MCI = Memory Controllability Inventory, PCT = Pattern Comparison Task, AVT = Advanced
Vocabulary Test.

Post Task Questionnaire Results
To further understand participants’ impressions of font size and the stimuli size
pairings we examined their Post Task Questionnaire responses. As shown in Tables 3.2
and 3.3, results from the PTQ demonstrate that after study in Trial 1 and Trial 2,
participants had a pre-existing belief that some word pairs would be easier to learn than
others. After recall for both trials however, participants maintained those beliefs that
some word pairs were easier than others. After each question inquiring whether they
thought there would be a difference, participants chose which type of pair would be
easier to remember. The majority of participants chose that all were the same.
Table 3.2
Post Task Questionnaire Responses for Word Pairs
Condition
Type of Pair in
Percentages
Small/18 Small/48 Large/18 Large/48

Which word pairs in Trial 1 did
you think would be easier to
remember?

30%

11%

7%

49%

All
were
the
same
58%

Which pairs in Trial 1 seemed
easier to remember after the
recall test?
Which word pairs in Trial 2 did
you think would be easier to
remember?

15%

14%

14%

16%

62%

15%

12%

7%

30%

56%

Which pairs in Trial 2 seemed
easier to remember after the
recall test?

3%

16%

5%

8%

38%

Note: Participants were asked which word pair would be easier to learn as a function of
stimuli and font sizes. Percentages were calculated by dividing the response frequency
by the total number of participants. Participants could choose more than one answer
choice.
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Table 3.3
Post Task Questionnaire Metacognitive Awareness Responses
Condition
Did you think some pairs would be easier to recall than others
during study phase in Trial 1?

Answer
Choices
Yes
No
98%
2%

Did your opinion change after the recall test in Trial 1?

28%

72%

Did you think some pairs would be easier to recall than others
during study phase in Trial 2?

70%

30%

Did your opinion change after the recall test in Trial 2?

26%

74%

Note: Percentages were calculated by dividing the response frequency by the total
number of participants. Participants were asked which word pair would be easier to learn
as a function of stimuli and font sizes.

In addition, participants were asked several other questions. Most (89%)
participants stated that they utilized a particular strategy to help aid in recall. Out of
these strategies, 12% reported using repetition, 29% chose imagery, 45% chose linking
the words, 8% chose other and wrote in their own strategy, and 6% either did not choose
an option or selected more than one. When questioned whether they altered their strategy
in Trial 2, only 26% said that they did. Finally, when participants were asked how
important it was to them that they did well on the recall task, the majority of participants
(75%) stated that they ranked the importance of doing well at least a 5 out of 7, with 7
being the most important.
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The present study was designed to examine how font size and stimuli size
combine to influence participants’ JOLs and recall performance. Prior research has
found that people attend to both font sizes (Kornell et al., 2011; Rhodes & Castel, 2008)
and weight (Alban & Kelley, 2013; Chandler et al., 2012) as cues when judging the
likelihood of recall or importance. To date, no research had examined how the physical
size of objects might interact with font size as cues. We examined whether font size as
well as the stimuli size of items would influence JOLs, and whether there would be an
interaction between the two cues. We predicted that large stimuli sized word pairs would
be given higher JOLs than small, and that items presented in 48 pt. font would induce
higher JOLs than those presented in 18 pt. font.
Our results found that participants did provide higher JOLs for word pairs
presented in 48 font compared to 18 pt. font, illustrating participants were
metacognitively aware of which factors would influence recall (Rhodes & Castel, 2008).
The work of Rhodes and Castel (2008) and Mueller and colleagues (2014) supports the
finding that when words are presented in a large font, they are seen as more salient and
perceived as more likely to be recalled and are therefore given higher JOLs compared to
words presented in small font.
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Although prior research supports the idea that people attend to and use weight as a
cue, our study provides the first evidence that people also attend to physical size as a cue
when providing their JOLs. Word pairs that were physically large were given higher
JOLs than physically small items were. This is consistent with research by Jostmann and
colleagues (2009) who have found that increased weight leads to an embodiment of
importance. Previous research has indicated that what is heavier is considered more
important and memorable and receives higher confidence judgments than what is lighter
(Alban & Kelley, 2013). Even though there was a main effect for Stimuli Size, Font Size
was the more salient cue for JOLs. The manipulation check questions, which ensured
that participants were aware of the stimuli size manipulation and how it would interact
with font size, could have increased the effect of stimuli size on JOLs. Participants only
had 5 s to study the word pair before making their judgments; therefore, for stimuli size
and font size to have a main effect implies that they were both seen as perceptually
fluent, reflecting an ease of processing (Reggev, et al., 2012; Sungkhasettee, et al., 2011).
Following the underconfidence with practice effect, stating that originally
participants are overconfident about their performance, but as they become more
acquainted with the task their confidence level decreases, JOLs significantly decreased
from Trial 1 to Trial 2 (Serra & Dunlosky, 2005). Participants’ JOLs continued to show
an impact of font size and stimuli size across both trials, implying that participants
continued to believe these factors would aid in recall. These results suggest that
participants believed that these intrinsic cues of font size and stimuli size would aid in
recall, and coincidentally they did. Participant’s global metamemory predictions also
demonstrated the underconfidence with practice effect.
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Recall performance for participants was significantly different from previous
research. Based on previous research on the font size effect as well as weight (Alban &
Kelley, 2013; Chandler et al., 2012; Jostmann et al., 2009; McDonough & Gallo, 2012;
Mueller et al., 2014; Rhodes & Castel, 2008), we had predicted that recall would not be
influenced by these intrinsic cues. Yet in this study, font size and stimuli size did aid
recall, with more word pairs recalled that were originally presented in the encoding phase
in 48 pt. font than in the 18 pt. font. Participants also recalled large stimuli size words at
a higher rate than small stimuli size.
One proposed reason for the increased recall for 48 font and large stimuli size is
that these cues, in contrast with previous research, were seen as more perceptually fluent
and they were available not only during the encoding phase, but in the recall phase as
well. In past research, illusions of competence were hypothesized to occur because these
intrinsic cues that increase JOLs were not available at recall (Castel et al., 2007; Koriat &
Bjork, 2005, 2006). This could explain why the predicted illusions of competence did
not occur in our study. When recalling words, participants were provided with the first
word of the pair, which would have been the same stimuli size and font size as the target
word. By these cues being available, this could have provided them additional cues in
the retrieval phase that participants did not have in prior studies examining the font size
effect. Furthermore, all previous literature on the font size effect used words and not
word pairs; therefore, these cues were not available to those participants (McDonough &
Gallo, 2012; Mueller et al., 2014; Rhodes & Castel, 2008). Only in Experiment 3 did
Rhodes and Castel (2008) use word pairs, and they found that relatedness, another
perceptually fluent cue, had greater impact on recall than did font size.
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There is also research that suggests that information can only be retrieved when it
is stored in a certain way. When studying a word pair, information about the specific
word pair in the context of the situation may be an effective retrieval cue (Tulving &
Thomson, 1973). The effectiveness of retrieval cues depends on the strength of the trace.
It is possible that the strength of the trace between font size and physical size is strong
enough that when cued with it in recall, it allowed participants to utilize this information
to aid recall.
The increase in recall in Trial 2, as well as the overall decrease in JOLs was
supported by the absolute accuracy measures. This demonstrated that participants were
overconfident in Trial 1, and they predicted that they would recall more word pairs than
they actually did on the recall phase. By Trial 2, participants were underconfident,
meaning they overall predicted they would remember fewer pairs than they actually did.
When regarding their absolute accuracy for stimuli size, it is interesting to note that they
were overall underconfident about remembering word pairs in varying sizes, though they
were significantly more underconfident for large pairs, which is again at odds with their
performance. These absolute accuracy results suggest that participants did not predict
that these cues would aid them in recall, even though they gave higher JOLs and
remembered more physically large pairs and pairs presented in 48 pt. font. However,
these absolute accuracy results have to be interpreted carefully. Although the absolute
accuracy measures suggest that participants became more underconfident and inaccurate
across trials, the relative accuracy measures demonstrate that participants became
significantly better at predicting which word pairs they would be able to recall, also
indicating that the cues of font size and stimuli size aided them across trials.
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The results from the correlations between JOLs and recall and external measures
indicated that only recall was correlated with AVT scores. This suggests that prior
vocabulary knowledge aided in recalling the word pairs at a higher rate.
Regarding the results from the PTQ, consistently throughout the questionnaire
participants said that they thought that some word pairs would be easier to learn. The
results demonstrate that our manipulations were not what were driving these ideas
because when they were given the opportunity to choose, participants consistently chose
the option that all the word pairs were about the same instead of choosing the cue of font
size and stimuli size as the basis for words being easier or more difficult to learn and
recall. An effect for large stimuli size and 48 pt. font was chosen the most after “no
difference,” though it is only higher for the questions inquiring post study recall rather
than post diction. It would appear that primarily participants were cognitively unaware of
the factors that were influencing not only their judgments of learning but also their
performance.
Future research should use words rather than word pairs to see whether these cues
of stimuli and font size would still aid in recall in order to do a direct comparison to prior
research on the font size effect. Koriat and Bjork (2006) found that only those who were
exposed to the same items twice or given pre-exposure to the illusions caused by
backward pairs were able to overcome the illusions produced by these backward a
posteriori associations. A limitation of our study was that participants in the present
experiment were exposed to different word pairs in the second trial, so it remains
unknown whether font size and stimuli size would still affect recall if they studied the
same word pairs. In addition, as Koriat (1997) demonstrated, by participants having
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multiple opportunities to study words, this increases them attending to mnemonic cues
that aid in recall. This suggests that font size and stimuli size might have the same
impact if single words were used rather than word pairs or if participants were given the
opportunity to study the same stimuli multiple times.
Although our results suggest that processing fluency influenced participants’
JOLs and recall, it remains possible that memory beliefs also played a role. Beliefs and
processing fluency contribute to the effects of many cues on JOLs. Mueller and
colleagues have examined the impact of memory beliefs across a number of experiments
by manipulating cues such as relatedness (Mueller, Tauber, & Dunlosky, 2013) and font
size (Mueller et al., 2014) and asking participants to provide different types of
metamemory judgments. A memory judgment that is used for assessing beliefs is prestudy JOLs, and these are provided prior to actual study after participants are given some
information about stimuli characteristics (e.g., “You are about to study a word presented
in small [large] font”). Pre-study JOLs cannot be affected by processing fluency because
participants provide these judgments without ever viewing the to-be-remembered items.
Any differences in pre-study JOLs must be based on beliefs that participants have about
how the provided information about stimulus characteristics will affect their recall. In
contrast, JOLs collected immediately after the person has studied an item presumably
take into account both fluency and memory beliefs since they have actually viewed the
item at this point. If processing fluency drives the font size effect, then pre-study JOLs
will not show an effect but immediate JOLs will. Mueller and colleagues (Mueller et al.,
2014; Mueller et al., 2013) have consistently found that beliefs, not fluency, drive not
only the relatedness effect, but the font size effect as well. It would be worthwhile to
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assess participants’ memory beliefs regarding physical size and font size and compare
this to actual performance in order to determine how much memory beliefs drive these
effects. Utilizing JOLs other than immediate, including delayed JOLs that are collected
at the end of the entire encoding phase (i.e., after all items have been studied), would be
useful in order to determine whether once participants are asked about overall
performance if they will be able to use cues that are more indicative of performance like
mnemonic cues (Koriat, 1997).
In addition, although font size and size pairings were manipulated within
participants in the present research in order to evaluate how exposure to all types of items
affects participants’ JOLs and recall, future research should examine these using a
between subjects design to assess whether it is the contrast between large and small fonts
and items that drives the font size effect. Susser, Mulligan, and Beskin (2013) found that
participants gave higher JOLs for fluent items when presented with disfluent items, but
not when they were presented separately. This could also be examined in future studies,
with font size a between subjects manipulation with stimuli size remaining a within
subjects manipulation. Future research should also test different ages to compare
whether older or younger adults attend to the manipulated cues more and how greatly
they affect performance.
Identifying how font size and stimuli size interact to affect JOLs and recall in
individuals of different ages is important given the many implications and applications in
educational and advertising domains. Understanding how fluency, disfluency, and
memory beliefs come into play when individuals are studying or viewing text in their
environments can help researchers know how best to format textbooks and warnings as
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well as advertisements to capture the readers’ attention and allow the reader to identify
when that material will and will not be recalled. Only by identifying the cues that people
attend to and whether these cues do in fact predict recall performance and under what
conditions can researchers determine how best to present different types of information to
people. While these remain empirical questions, this research represents an initial step at
identifying the combined impact of font size and stimuli size on JOLs and recall.
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APPENDIX A.

UHSC FORM

Jodi Price
College of Liberal Arts, Psychology Department
May 2, 2013
Dear Dr. Price,
The UAH Instituttional Review Board of Human Subjects Committee has reviewed your
proposal, Examining the Impact of Stimulus Characteristics on Younger and Older
Adults’ Expected and Actual Recall Peformance, and found it meets the necessary
criteria for approval. This proposal is approved, and you may begin your research. Your
proposal seems to be in compliance with this institutions Federal Wide Assurance (FWA)
00019998 and the DHHS Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects (45 CFR 46)
and has been classified as expedited.
Please note that this approval is good for one year from the date on this letter. If data
collection continues past this period, you are responsible for processing a renewal
application a minimum of 60 days prior to the expiration date.
No changes are to be made to the approved protoctol without prior review and approval
from the UAH IRB. All changes (e.g. a change in procedure, number of subjects,
personnel, study locations, new recruitment materials, study instruments, etc) must be
prospectively reviewed and approved by the IRB before they are implementd. You
should report any unanticipated problems involving risks to the particpants or others to
the IRB Chair.
If you have any questions regarding the IRB’s decion, please contact me.
Sincerely,
Pam O'Neal PhD, RN
IRB Chair
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs
College of Nursing
phone: 256.824.5191 or 6100 and fax: 256.824.2850 email: irb@uah.edu
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
Von Braun Research Hall M-17 Huntsville, AL 35899 T 256.824.6100 F 256.824.6783
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APPENDIX B

WORD PAIRS

Trial 1 Word Pairs

Font Size

Trial 2 Word Pairs

Font Size

Guy

cow

48

fort

tuba

48

Horse

toddler

48

sheep

dancer

48

hydrant

jet

48

bucket

tower

48

vehicle

leopard

48

cloud

field

48

Truck

briefcase

48

chapel

pig

48

Planet

couch

48

barn

cymbals

48

microwave

boat

48

museum

canoe

48

Lamp

mountain

48

zoo

coffin

48

ambulance

shark

48

kite

goat

48

asteroid

submarine

48

giraffe

library

48

Pillow

desk

48

printer

helmet

48

flamingo

gym

48

shredder

luggage

48

Swing

beaver

48

safe

bathtub

48

Wall

tractor

48

cabinet

pole

48

Beach

star

48

bulldozer

toilet

48

feather

tooth

48

tweezers

bullet

48

Button

coaster

48

quill

lanyard

48

Cord

gem

48

frog

dollar

48
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camera

medal

48

particle

clover

48

stapler

disc

48

bead

headband

48

String

fork

48

rosebud

kernel

48

Hook

pebble

48

ticket

glasses

48

compass

chopstick

48

mask

leash

48

goggles

watch

48

handcuff

envelope

48

bandage

mouthwash

48

knot

flask

48

Diaper

flashlight

48

pill

robin

48

Mug

spider

48

germ

collar

48

kleenex

pencil

48

scarf

umbrella

48

Hand

bee

48

ring

shrimp

48

harmonica

doorknob

48

ornament

sneakers

48

Fig

chip

18

apron

contacts

18

Trout

book

18

jellyfish

eyeball

18

remote

cufflink

18

dagger

glue

18

Ipod

stamp

18

calculator

locket

18

Cork

sock

18

telephone

crayon

18

cigarette

check

18

whisk

foot

18

Cup

baseball

18

thermometer

thimble

18

Nail

droplet

18

ant

highlighter

18

Mint

headphones

18

dice

license

18

cassette

brush

18

tack

twig

18

hammer

jar

18

cap

brick

18
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Plug

leaf

18

straw

chisel

18

Belt

marble

18

tassel

passport

18

Napkin

magnet

18

sponge

mustache

18

Tie

key

18

centipede

tiara

18

monitor

dune

18

wheelchair

slide

18

Fridge

seat

18

catacomb

fence

18

Tank

pumpkin

18

hammock

theater

18

window

keyboard

18

fountain

rug

18

chimney

moon

18

dinosaur

sky

18

Sword

dam

18

chandelier

igloo

18

tornado

laptop

18

balcony

carriage

18

Walrus

oven

18

banister

scarecrow

18

basketball

dome

18

moose

engine

18

Broom

elephant

18

binder

wheel

18

penguin

cabin

18

basement

dragon

18

Camel

bed

18

lion

desktop

18

projector

windmill

18

paddle

elevator

18

Rocket

bookcase

18

hose

table

18

Racket

bike

18

pool

spear

18
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APPENDIX C

PERSONAL DATA SHEET

In order to better understand the results of our study, we need to gather some information
about you and your background. This information is for research purposes only, and will
be kept strictly confidential. You may note that we do not ask for your name on this form.
Please respond to the following items completely.
1. Gender:
1- Male
2- Female
2. Age: _______
3. Date of Birth: _____/ _____/ ______
Month Day Year
4. What is your native language?
1- English
2- Other (please specify) _____________
4a. Do you consider yourself to be Hispanic or Latino? (See definition below) Mark
ONE. (Hispanic or Latino: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, South or Central
American, or other Spanish culture, regardless of race.)
1- Hispanic or Latino
2- Not Hispanic or Latino
4b. What race do you consider yourself to be? (Mark all that apply)
1- American Indian or Alaska Native. A person having origins in
North, Central, or South America, and who maintains tribal affiliation or
community attachment.
2- Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander. A person having origins in
Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands.
3- Asian. A person having origins in the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian
subcontinent, including, for example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Vietnam.
4- White. A person having origins in Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa.
5- Black or African American. A person having origins in any of the black
racial groups of Africa.
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5. What is your current marital status?
1- Married
2- Single
3- Living with Partner
4- Divorced
5- Separated
6- Widowed
6. Do you have children?
1- Yes (please indicate how many) __________
2- No
6b. Do you have grandchildren?
1- Yes (please indicate how many) __________
2- No
7. What type of dwelling do you live in (Mark ONE)?
1- Single Family House
2- Duplex/Townhouse
3- Apartment or Condominium
4- Campus Housing (dorm, fraternity, sorority, etc)
5- Congregate or Senior Care Facility
6- Other (please specify) ________________
8. What is the HIGHEST grade or level of school COMPLETED or the
HIGHEST degree you have received? (Mark ONE box ONLY)
0- Never Attended/ Kindergarten Only
1- 1st Grade
2- 2nd Grade
3- 3rd Grade
4- 4th Grade
5- 5th Grade
6- 6th Grade
7- 7th Grade
8- 8th Grade
9- 9th Grade
10-10th Grade
11-11th Grade
12-12th Grade, No Diploma
`
13-High School Graduate – high school DIPLOMA or the equivalent
(Example: GED)
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14-Some college credit, but less than one year
15- 1 or more years of college, no degree
16- Associate Degree: Occupational, Technical, or Vocational Program
17- Associate Degree: Academic Program
18- Bachelor’s Degree (Example: BA, AB, BS, BBA)
19- Master’s Degree ( Example: MA, MS, MEng, Med, MBA)
20- Professional School Degree (Example: MD, DDS, DVM, JD)
21- Doctoral Degree (Example: PhD, EdD)
9. What is your PRIMARY occupational status? (Mark ONE box ONLY)
1- Full time Job !Skip to 9a
2- Part time Job !Skip to 9a
3- Full time Homemaker !Skip to 10
4- Student !Skip to 9c
5- Self-Employed !Skip to 9a
6- Retired !Skip to 9b
7- Not Employed !Skip to 10
9a. Briefly describe your current job (If you have more than one job, describe the one
you worked the most hours): __________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
9b. Briefly describe your primary occupation prior to retirement (If you had more
than one job, please describe the one you worked the most hours):
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
9c. What is your major? _______________________________________________
10. In general would you consider your overall health to be (Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
4- Fair
5- Poor
11. Compared to a perfect state of health, I believe my overall health to be
(Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
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4- Fair
5- Poor
12. Compared to other people my age, I believe my overall health to be
(Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
4- Fair
5- Poor
13. Compared to other people my age, I believe my eye-sight, WITHOUT the aid of
corrective lenses/ contacts or glasses, to be (Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
4- Fair
5- Poor
13a. Compared to other people my age, I believe my eyesight, WITH the aid of
corrective lenses/ contacts or glasses, to be (Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
4- Fair
5- Poor
6- N/A
14. Compared to other people my age, I believe that my hearing, WITHOUT the help of
devices such as hearing aids, to be (Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
4- Fair
5- Poor
14a. Compared to other people my age, I believe that my hearing, WITH the help of
devices such as hearing aids, to be (Mark ONE):
1- Excellent
2- Very Good
3- Good
4- Fair
5- Poor
6- N/A
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15. Are you currently experiencing any problems with your memory or your ability to
pay attention that have been diagnosed by a doctor?
1- Yes (please explain) ___________________________________________
2- No
16. Are you currently seeing a doctor for any medical problems?
1- Yes (please explain) ___________________________________________
2- No
17. Are you currently taking any medications that make you drowsy, and in
turn, make it difficult for you to concentrate?
1- Yes (please explain) _____________________________________________
2- No
THANK YOU!!!
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APPENDIX D

POST TASK QUESTIONNAIRE

In the computer task, you were asked to memorize different word pairs. So that we may
gain a better understanding of your experience in attempting to learn these word pairs,
please answer the following questions.
1. During the study phase in Trial 1, you were asked to rate how likely you would be
to remember each matched pair on a later recall test. Did you think some pairs
would be easier to recall than others?
Yes
No
2. If yes, which pairs in Trial 1 did you think would be easier to remember? Circle
all that apply.
A. Small items in small fonts (matched)
B. Small items in large fonts (mismatched)
C. Large items in small fonts (mismatched)
D. Large items in large fonts (matched)
E. All word pairs were about the same
3. Did your opinion change after the recall test in Trial 1?
Yes

No

4. If yes, which pairs in Trial 1 seemed easier to remember after the recall test?
Circle all that apply.
A. Small items in small fonts (matched)
B. Small items in large fonts (mismatched)
C. Large items in small fonts (mismatched)
D. Large items in large fonts (matched)
E. All word pairs were about the same
5. During the study phase in Trial 2, you were asked to rate how likely you would be
to remember each word pair on a later recall test. Did you think some pairs would
be easier to recall than others?
Yes

No

6. If yes, which matched pairs in Trial 2 did you think would be easier to remember?
Circle all that apply.
A. Small items in small fonts (matched)
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B. Small items in large fonts (mismatched)
C. Large items in small fonts (mismatched)
D. Large items in large fonts (matched)
E. All word pairs were about the same
7. Did your opinion change after the recall test in Trial 2?
Yes

No

8. If yes, which words in Trial 2 seemed easier to remember after the recall test?
Circle all that apply.
A. Small items in small fonts (matched)
B. Small items in large fonts (mismatched)
C. Large items in small fonts (mismatched)
D. Large items in large fonts (matched)
E. All word pairs were about the same
9. Did you use any particular strategy to help you remember the word pairs in Trial
1?
Yes

No

10. If yes, which strategy did you use?
A. Repetition
B. Imagery
C. Linking the words
D. Other
____________________________________________________
11. Did you alter your strategy in Trial 2?
Yes

No

12. If yes, how did you alter it?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________
13. How important was it to you to perform well on the recall test? Circle answer (1 =
not important at all and 7 = very important)
1

2

3

4
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5

6

7

14. Other than having more time, is there any other factor that influenced your ability
to remember the word pairs?
Yes

No

15. If yes, what?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your participation in this study!
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